
SimpliFiber® Pro Optical Power Meter and Fiber Test Kits 
Demo Guide 

 

Introduction 
 
The following is a guide to demo the unique, new features of SimpliFiber Pro.  These features were selected 
because they: 

- show off SimpliFiber Pro’s time and effort-saving capabilities 
- have been extremely popular with beta testers and are easy to show off 

 
Every sales call is unique.  To help you customize your demonstration to each customer’s specific needs, this guide 
is broken into several quick demos, with the estimated time it should take to demo that feature.  Your calibration 
artifacts would be a great supporting tool in these demos – we have even included the 50 Mu test reference cords 
expressly for that purpose.  If you have a limited amount of time with the customer, we recommend that you 
demo the dual-wavelength testing, CheckActive, and FindFiber features.   
 
Why will your customer buy a SimpliFiber Pro Fiber Test Kit? 

1) Simple to use 
a. Reason to believe:  Easy, straightforward four-button interface and large LCD display 

2) All-in-one solution that meets basic fiber-testing requirements 
a. Reason to believe:  Availability in various convenient kit configurations that bundle verification, 

inspection, and cleaning capabilities 
3) Advanced, industry-leading features that provide excellent value to users by minimizing time and 

resources spent on testing 
a. Reason to believe:  Dual-wavelength testing, auto-wavelength detection, CheckActive, FindFiber, 

Min/Max capabilities 
 
If you have any questions regarding SimpliFiber Pro or Fluke Networks’ fiber verification tools, please feel free to 
contact Jason Tarn at jason.tarn@flukenetworks.com. 
 
 

Demonstrating Basic Fiber Testing 
 
 Setting the Reference (2 minutes)  
Setting the reference serves as the baseline power level for loss measurements.  It helps account for minor 
variations in source power and connection integrity.  Additionally, because the set reference serves as the baseline 
for measurements, the losses of the test reference cords and adapters used for referencing are excluded from test 
results.  To set the reference: 
 

1) With the included solvent pen and cleaning cube, clean the connectors on the meter, source, and test 
reference cord using the wet-to-dry method.  Make the connections between the source and power 
meter using the desired method.   
 

2) If the source’s AUTO LED is not on, press <AUTO>.  This will enable the source to send a special signal to 
the power meter to automatically identify which wavelength is being transmitted.  To set a reference for 
both wavelengths, press <λ> until the wavelength LEDs blink alternately.  If you wish, you may also 
measure each wavelength manually by pressing <MODE> so that the LED for CW/2 kHz is lit.  You may 
now press <λ> to alternate between wavelengths.  Note that in this setting, the power meter will not 
automatically identify the wavelength. 
 



3) On the power meter, press <MODE> until POWER appears.   
Note:  You cannot set the reference in the Min/Max setting (Min or Max will appear on the display). 
 

4) Press <F3> SET REF on the power meter.  The meter will automatically switch to loss measurement mode.  
After the reference is set, the display will show 0.00 dB, OK will appear briefly, and the new reference 
value will be shown at the bottom.  If the reference value is less than -60 dBm or if the source is in ID or 2 
kHz mode, the meter will briefly display FAIL and an icon with “OK” crossed out.  Should this happen, 
check the connections and the source’s mode to try setting the reference again using another test 
reference cord.  Note that if you disconnect the source’s output after setting the reference, you must set 
the reference again to ensure valid measurements. 

 
Note:  Setting the reference from the power measurement mode lets you see the source’s power level before 
saving it as the reference level.  You may also set the reference from the loss measurement level; however 
Fluke Networks recommends doing so from the power mode because the meter shows the actual power level 
produced by the source.  At the loss mode, the meter shows the automatically calculated difference between 
the power level and previously recorded reference level. 

 
 

 Measuring Power  (1 minute) 
To measure power: 
 

1)  Press <MODE> on the power meter until POWER appears. 
 

2) Connect the power meter and source to opposite ends of the link.  You may take the wavelength 
measurements separately or simultaneously.  To measure power individually: 

a. Press <F2> λ on the power meter to match the wavelength being generated from the source.  
You may also press <AUTO> on the source to enable it to send a special signal to the power 
meter to automatically identify which wavelength is being transmitted.  To save the 
measurement, press <F1>SAVE on the power meter.  The meter will briefly show the record 
number and OK. 

 
3) To measure power at dual wavelengths*: 

a. Press <AUTO> on the source and then <λ> until the LED starts blinking back and forth between 
the two wavelengths.  To save the power measurements, press <F1> SAVE on the power meter.  
The meter will save the power measurements at both wavelengths into one record, briefly 
showing the record number and OK. 

 
*Measuring both wavelengths simultaneously through a single port is an excellent feature on the SimpliFiber Pro 
because it eliminates the need to take two separate measurements, in effect cutting in half the testing time. 
 
 

 Measuring Loss (1 minute) 
To measure loss: 
 

1) After setting the reference as described above, clean the connectors on the link to be tested.  Make your 
connections according to the method desired. 
 

2) On the meter, press <MODE> until LOSS appears. 
 

3) If the source’s AUTO LED is not on, press <AUTO>.  This will enable the source to send a special signal to 
the power meter to automatically identify which wavelength is being transmitted. You may take the 
wavelength measurements separately or simultaneously.  To measure loss individually: 



a. Press <λ> on the source.  To save a measurement, press <F1> SAVE on the power meter.  The 
meter will briefly show the record number and OK. 

 
4) To measure loss at dual wavelengths*: 

a. Press <AUTO> on the source and then < λ> until the LED starts blinking back and forth between 
the two wavelengths.  To save the loss measurement, press <F1> SAVE on the power meter.  The 
meter will save the loss measurements at both wavelengths into one record, briefly showing the 
record number and OK. 

 
*Measuring both wavelengths simultaneously through a single port is an excellent feature on the SimpliFiber Pro 
because it eliminates the need to take two separate measurements, in effect cutting in half the testing time. 
 
 

Demonstrating Unique SimpliFiber Pro Capabilities 
 
 CheckActive (15 seconds) 
The power meter’s CheckActive function quickly determines whether a fiber is live.  Instead of having to do the 
work of setting up and conducting a measurement, the user can quickly plug the meter into (and in some cases, 
simply hold it close to the vicinity of) fibers or ports and receive both an audio tone and a visual icon if they are 
live.  To demonstrate CheckActive: 
 

1) Press <MODE> on the power meter until CheckActive™ appears. 
 

2) Connect the meter to a fiber or port.  If it is live, a tone and icon will indicate as such. 
 

Benefit:  A technician can use a SimpliFiber Pro power meter to quickly and efficiently discern whether a fiber link or 
port is live without having to set up and take a reading. 
 

 
 

 FindFiber (45 seconds) 
The FindFiber feature helps the user quickly identify connections or routings through patch panels.  In addition to 
the FindFiber Remote ID module (wand), any MM or SM source can also act as a transmitter for a unique 
identifying signal, with the power meter display showing the appropriate ID number.  To demonstrate FindFiber:   
 



1) Connect the power meter and a SimpliFiber Pro source or one or more FindFiber sources to opposite ends 
of a link. 
 

2) Turn the meter and source(s) on. 
a. If you are using a SimpliFiber Pro source, press <ID> on the source to switch to the FindFiber 

feature. 
b. If you are using a FindFiber Remote ID wand, you will automatically be transmitting at the default 

ID “3”.  To change the identifying number transmitted, from the off position, hold the power key 
down for roughly four seconds.  The LED will begin scrolling through the eight possible ID signals.  
When the desired ID is selected, release the power button. 

 
3) On the power meter, press <MODE> until FindFiber™ appears.  The display will reflect the ID code being 

transmitted, depending on the port or link it is plugged into. 
 
Benefit:  Instead of multiple technicians calling color combinations out to each other at messy patch panels with 
numerous links, easy cable routing identification can now be done with one person using SimpliFiber Pro’s FindFiber 
feature. 
 
 

 
 
 

 Min/Max (1 minute) 
Eliminates the imprecise guess-work in the “wiggle test” to detect intermittent power fluctuations.  SimpliFiber 
Pro’s Min/Max feature shows the minimum and maximum power levels measured at each wavelength.  To 
demonstrate Min/Max:  
 

1) On the meter, hold <MODE> for four seconds to enter the setup mode. 
 

2) The first screen should show -8888 towards the bottom of the display. 
 

3) Press <F1>         so that -8888MaxMin appears. 



 
4) Press <MODE> until you exit the setup mode.  Continue pressing <MODE> until you hit the POWER 

setting; then press <MODE> again to see the Min/Max measurements.  Once you enter this setting, the 
meter will track the minimum (Min) and maximum (Max) power levels detected.   

 
5) To switch between minimum and maximum values, press 

<F1>        .  Note that any fluctuations in the preceding power 
measurement setting will not be tracked. 

 
Note:  Power measurements and references cannot be saved or 
set if Min or Max is displayed on the screen. 

 
Benefit:  Constant monitoring of the power meter display during 
“wiggle tests” is no longer necessary.  Accurately and precisely track 
any intermittent power fluctuations over a link by using the Min/Max 
setting, freeing the user up to conduct other tasks. 
 

 

 


